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Notice                                                                         Page 1 of 2
The information contained in this Presentation is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities.

The information contained herein is not investment or financial product advice and has been prepared without taking into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular
needs of any particular person. The views, opinions and advice provided in this Presentation reflect those of the individual presenters only. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is
made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusion contained in this Presentation.

In making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own examination of Eastplats, including the merits and risks involved. Prospective investors should not construe the
contents of this Presentation as legal, tax, investment or accounting advice by Eastplats or any of its directors, officers, shareholders, agents, employees or advisors. This Presentation does not
take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumstances of any specific party who may receive it. Each party who reviews this Presentation must make its own
independent assessment of Eastplats after making such investigations and each prospective investor is strongly urged to consult with its own advisors with respect to legal, tax, regulatory,
financial and accounting consequences, including the merits and the risks involved, of any investment in Eastplats. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein
necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumption and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. Investment in Eastplats is suitable
only for sophisticated investors and requires the financial ability and willingness to accept the high risks and lack of liquidity that are characteristic of an investment in an entity which is in a
speculative stage of development.

Certain information contained herein includes market and industry data that has been obtained from or is based upon estimates derived from third party sources, including industry publications,
reports and websites. Third party sources generally state that the information contained therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is no assurance or guarantee as
to the accuracy or completeness of included data. Although the data is believed to be reliable, neither Eastplats nor its agents have independently verified the accuracy, currency or
completeness of any of the information from third party sources referred to in this presentation or ascertained from the underlying economic assumptions relied upon by such sources. Eastplats
and its agents hereby disclaim any responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect of any third party sources of market and industry data or information.

This Presentation has not been independently verified and the information contained within may be subject to updating, revision, verification and further amendment. While the information
contained herein has been prepared in good faith, except as otherwise provided for herein, neither Eastplats, its directors, officers, shareholders, agents, employees or advisors give, has given or
has authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any
revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed.

Except as may be required by applicable law, in furnishing this Presentation, Eastplats does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional
information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies or omissions. Information contained in this Presentation is the property of Eastplats and it is made available strictly for
the purposes referred to above.

Neither this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of Eastplats to proceed with any transaction or offering and the right is reserved to
terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. In no circumstances will Eastplats be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any
appraisal or investigation of Eastplats.
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Notice                                                                         Page 2 of 2

This Presentation contains certain statements that may be “forward-looking statements” or “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward looking
statements are statements that are not historical facts and are often, but not always, identified using words or phrases such as “expects”, “plans”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “estimates”,
“estimated”, “projects”, “potential” and similar expressions, or stating that certain actions, events or conditions “will”, “would”, “may”, “might”, “could” or “should” occur or be achieved or
other similar terminology. In particular, but without limiting the foregoing, this Presentation contains forward-looking statements or information pertaining to, among other things, anticipated
growth rates, opportunities, revenue, industry growth, expansion, mineral resource and mineral reserve estimates, the results of the feasibility study and independent technical reports,
commodity price fluctuations, regulatory changes affecting the industries in which the company operates and anticipated timelines for certain events to occur. By their nature, forward-looking
statements and information involve known and unknown opportunities, costs, risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results; to differ materially from those anticipated. With respect to
the forward-looking statements and information contained in this Presentation, Eastplats has made assumptions regarding, among other things: the stability of the industries in which the
company operates, lower than expected grades and quantities of resources, need for additional funding, availability of such additional funding and that funding will be on acceptable terms,
economic conditions, currency fluctuations, competitions and regulations, legal proceedings, the price of certain commodities, that Eastplats will not experience any adverse legislative or
regulatory changes and risks related to operations in foreign countries. Although Eastplats believes the expectations expressed in such forward-looking statements and information are based on
reasonable assumptions, such statements are not guarantees of future performance and actual results may differ materially from those in forward looking statements. Forward-looking statements
and information are based on the beliefs, estimates and opinions of Eastplats’ management on the date the statements are made. Except as required by law, Eastplats undertakes no obligation to
update these forward-looking statements in the event that management’s beliefs, estimates or opinions, or other factors, should change.

The forward-looking statements and information included in this Presentation are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. Eastplats cautions that the foregoing list of
assumptions, risks and uncertainties is not exhaustive. The forward-looking statements and information contained in this Presentation are made as of the date hereof, and Eastplats does not
undertake any obligation to update publicly or to revise any of the included forward-looking statements or information, whether as a result of new information, change in management’s
estimates or opinions, future circumstances or events or otherwise, except as expressly required by applicable securities law.

Any financial outlook or future oriented financial information in this document, as defined by applicable securities legislation has been approved by management of Eastplats. Such financial
outlook or future oriented financial information is provided for the purpose of providing information about management’s current expectations and management’s plans relating to the future.
Readers are cautioned that reliance on such information may not be appropriate for other purposes.

Certain financial measures in this Presentation are not prescribed by IFRS. All non-IFRS measures presented herein do not have any standardized meaning and therefore are unlikely to be
comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. Therefore, these non-IFRS measures should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance
prepared in accordance with IFRS. All non-IFRS measures are included because management uses the information to analyze operating performance and results, and therefore may be
considered useful information by investors.

The information contained in this Presentation has been obtained by Eastplats from its own records and from other sources deemed reliable; however, no representation or warranty is made as
to its accuracy or completeness. The technical information relating to Eastplats’ material properties disclosed herein is based upon technical reports prepared and filed pursuant to National
Instrument 43-101 – Standard of Disclosure for Mineral Projects and other publicly available information regarding Eastplats.
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Key Management

Director and CEO

CFO and Corporate Secretary

COO

GM of Operations

Diana Hu 

Rowland Wallenius

Andrea Zhang

Hannelie Hanson
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Strategic Intent 

• Optimize the value of our assets for all 
stakeholders. 

• Defend the corporation and its assets from 
misappropriation.

• Support the South African operations and  
strategic initiatives.

• Promote and appropriately message to 
stakeholders our corporate goals and objectives.
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Overview – February 26, 2021

• Cash - CDN $12 million 

• Shares Outstanding – 137.5 million

• Fully Diluted – 148.9 million

• Price CDN $0.42
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Overview – February 26, 2021

• Generating Revenue since December 2018

• Revenue Sources Chrome and PGM
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Completed Rights offering

• Rights offering closed January 22, 2021

• Raised CDN$11.8 million 

• Raised funding for capital projects
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Chrome and PGM Operations

Crocodile River Mine (Several Ore bodies)

– Retreatment Project – Re-mining Zandfontein
tailings area to recover chrome

• Operations began in December 2018

– PGM Circuit D scavenger
• Utilizing feed from chrome recovery
• Operations began Q4 2020
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Eastplats operations – US$ (000’)
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Retreatment Project Summary

• Signed on March 1, 2018 

• The agreement provided for construction, re-mining and processing 
of the tailings resource, and the subsequent offtake of chrome 
concentrate from, the Barplats Zandfontein UG2 tailings facility 
(“Retreatment Project”) located at the Crocodile River Mine in South 
Africa

• Chrome magnetic separation technology now understood by the 
industry in South Africa to be effective and efficient. 

• Generating revenue and mining income 
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Plant and Equipment
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Zandfontein TSF
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Chrome Project - Resources

Category

Tonnag
e

(Mt)

3E 
PGE 
(g/t)

Pt 
(g/t)

Pd 
(g/t)

Rh 
(g/t)

Au 
(g/t)

Cr2O3
(%)

3E PGE 
(Oz)

Au 
(Oz)

Cr2O3
(Mt)

Measured 12.489 1.225 0.747 0.309 0.170 0.008 20.85 494,003 3,179 2.604
Indicated 1.191 1.136 0.688 0.285 0.165 0.006 19.31 43,517 225 0.230
Total 13.680 1.218 0.742 0.307 0.169 0.008 20.72 535,520 3,404 2.834

Note 1:No cut-off grade has been applied to the PGEs.

Mineral resource estimate of 13,680,000 tons at 
an average grade of 20.72% chromium oxide

Retreatment Project expected to process entire resource not just the
original estimated reserve of 6.4 million tons

Note1:No cut-off grade has been applied to the PGEs.

Note 1:No cut-off grade has been applied to the PGEs.   
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Retreatment Project to December 31, 2020

• Tons of tailings re-mined (To date 4,106,257 tons)
• 2019 - 1,778,525 
• 2020 - 2,328,732 

• Tons of Chrome concentrate produced (To date 1,575,009 tons)
• 2019 - 588,006  
• 2020 - 987,003 

• Recoveries of Chrome
• 2019 50,66%
• 2020  64,98%

• Yields of Chrome (Wet Yield)
• 2019 32,63%
• 2020  37,47%
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Retreatment Project

• The Retreatment Project is a proprietary operation in South Africa
which includes a combined hydro and mechanical re-mining method,
magnetic separation applied to produce chrome concentrates, thus
obtaining superior yield result compared to traditional gravity
technology.

• The Retreatment Project is the only large-scale magnetic separation
application in South Africa. Since 2017 Barplats has grown from 100
employees to over 350 contractor and employees engaged in
supporting the Retreatment Project.

• The current Retreatment Project is expected to continue operating
into 2024.
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Additional PGM Operation Summary 

• During 2020, the Company completed the refurbishment of the
small-scale PGM circuit (previously the scavenger plant circuit)
(“PGM Circuit D”).

• The Company only restarted and began operating the PGM Circuit
D during Q3 2020 (following the mandatory general lockdown
imposed by the Government of South Africa in connection with the
COVID-19 pandemic).

• The Company has generated approximately 134 tons of pressed
filter cake PGM concentrate and delivered approximately 32.18
tons during 2020.
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Additional PGM Operation Summary 

• During early January 2021 the Company confirmed the
provisional payment terms of the first delivered shipment of
pressed filter cake PGM concentrate under the existing offtake
agreement between Barplats and Impala Refining Services
Limited, now Impala Platinum Limited (the “PGM Offtake
Agreement”). These terms confirm the restart of PGM revenue.

• During early 2021 Barplats has committed ZAR9,000
(CDN$768) to the reconfiguring and optimization of the PGM
Circuit D which also includes funding for some of the initial work
required to restart the main PGM plant circuit (“PGM Main
Circuit”).
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Additional PGM Operation Summary 
• Barplats has completed the work during February 2021 and

recommissioning and operations restarted in March 2021.

• The Company is pursuing the upgrades to obtain higher quality
concentrate and to consistently produce a minimum of 200 tons of
PGM concentrate (“PGM Concentrate”) per month which is projected
to further increase the revenue of the Company.

• The PGM Circuit D will be able to utilize the initial work on the PGM
Main Circuit and it will allow a quicker restart of production. The next
phase of the PGM Main Circuit work is projected to start in May
2021, with commissioning in October 2021.

• The Company estimates this will add a further 800 tons of PGM
Concentrate per month to Barplats production, thereby continuing to
grow Eastplats’ revenue.
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Additional PGM Operation Summary 
• Barplats has entered into an agreement with Advanced Beneficiation

Technologies Proprietary Limited of South Africa, to complete an
independent feasibility study (the “Feasibility Study”) for the
development and construction of a new modular plant with a capacity
to process the PGM’s from the tailings redeposited from the
Retreatment Project at a designated area of the Zandfontein Tailings
Dam at an expected rate of 50,000 tons per month (the “Circuit H
Project”).

• The Circuit H Project is being pursued to provide the opportunity to
remine the tailings already deposited from the beginning of the
Retreatment Project and extract additional value from PGM’s. The
Feasibility Study is in final stages and the results are expected by the
end of March. The process was delayed by COVID-19 related
impacts especially on the assay labs.

•
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Maroelabult Resource Property

• October 24, 2019 - sale of the mining rights, immovable property, 
infrastructure and equipment

• Consideration on closing:
• $1,363,000 (ZAR 20 million)
• Assumption of the rehabilitation obligation
• Immediate assumption (November 2019) of the care and 

maintenance costs
• Closing delayed due to DMR transfer delays and COVID-19 issues
• Forecast closing in Q2 2021
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Operations Forecast

Crocodile River Mine (Several Ore bodies)

– Retreatment Project 
• Completion of the optimization 
• Additional 3-4 years of chrome production expected

– PGM Circuit D scavenger
• Utilizing feed from chrome recovery plant tails
• Additional 3-4 years of PGM production expected from the 

tailings 
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PGM and Chrome Mining Assets

– Crocodile River Mine (Several Ore bodies)

• PGM Main Circuit – September 2021
• Circuit H feasibility study expected in late March 2021
• CRM Underground mining  - Long-term plan and mine 

design study by July 2021. Plan to restart in 2 -3 years 

– Mareesburg
• Excellent opportunity to develop opencast mine
• EIA nearing completion and immediate assessment 

expected
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PGM and Chrome Mining Assets

– Spitzkop and Kennedy’s Value
• Preserve equipment and mining rights 
• Spitzkop desktop study for Opencast potential
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Key Projects 

• Upgrades and repairs to the Crocodile River Mine (“CRM”) Zandfontein 
underground shaft and rock winder to ensure they are in legal 
compliance and available for PGM operations;

• Completion of the refurbishment of the existing PGM Main Circuit to 
increase the capacity and recovery opportunity of PGM;

• Mareesburg project environmental work to complete the environmental 
impact assessment (“EIA”) regarding the haul road and project;

• Prospecting and assessment work in relation to Zandfontein, Crocette 
and Spitzkop ore bodies;

• Feasibility and assessment work regarding a vertical furnace and 
pelletizer of chrome concentrate;

• CRM underground assessment – Mine design and long-term plan
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CRM underground

• Mine Design – LOM
• Project duration estimated at 12-16 weeks
• Scope to include:

a. Comparing all Mine Design scenarios and proposing the best option, taking in 
consideration safety, minimal ore dilution, and cost. (Development ends must 
rather be wider than higher to reduce the dilution)

b. Designs on support (In consultation with our Rock Engineer) 

c. Designs on the ventilation plan. 

d. Calculation of volumes such as the meters, m2, m3 and tonnes. 

e. Extraction Factors

f. Modelling and Scheduling of all mining activities

g. Scheduling of currently available reserves from 3 to 5 level
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h) Run scheduling scenarios with various build-up profiles 

i) Provide a grade profile

j) Schedule the first five years monthly and the balance of the LOM annually

k) The design and scheduling of all development, stoping, service and access 
ways including shafts, conveyor and roadway declines, chairlifts, reef drives & 
strike conveyors, access and service ways. Other excavations such as dams, 
clarifiers, workshops, sub- stations and mini sub’s must also form part of the 
planning for the life of mine

l) Bill of Quantities

m) Capex

n) Opex

o) Equipment / fleet requirements and build-up Profile

CRM underground Cont.
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Reserve Area
Tonnage Metal Concentration Contained Metal

(kt) 4E Pt Pd Rh Au 4E
(g/t) (g/t) (g/t) (g/t) (g/t) (kg) (kOz)

Measured
Crocette 2,494 3.74 2.39 0.93 0.39 0.02 9,336 300
Maroelabult 596 3.96 2.50 1.01 0.41 0.02 2,359 76
ZF Above 9L 1,553 4.09 2.57 1.06 0.43 0.03 6,351 204
ZF Below 9L 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0
Total 4,643 3.89 2.46 0.99 0.41 0.02 18,046 580
Indicated
Crocette 2,186 3.80 2.42 0.96 0.40 0.02 8,315 267
Maroelabult 2,423 3.89 2.46 0.99 0.41 0.02 9,426 303
ZF Above 9L 21,266 3.97 2.50 1.02 0.41 0.02 84,394 2,713
ZF Below 9L 8,161 4.14 2.59 1.08 0.43 0.03 33,764 1,086
Total 34,036 3.99 2.52 1.03 0.42 0.02 135,899 4,369
Total Measured & Indicated
Crocette 4,680 3.77 2.40 0.95 0.39 0.02 17,651 567
Maroelabult 3,019 3.90 2.47 0.99 0.41 0.02 11,785 379
ZF Above 9L 22,819 3.98 2.51 1.02 0.42 0.02 90,745 2,918
ZF Below 9L 8,161 4.14 2.59 1.08 0.43 0.03 33,764 1,086
Total 38,679 3.98 2.51 1.02 0.42 0.02 153,945 4,949
Inferred
Crocette 778 4.04 2.54 1.05 0.42 0.02 3,145 101
Maroelabult 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0
ZF Above 9L 2,125 3.99 2.52 1.03 0.42 0.02 8,485 273
ZF Below 9L 18,108 4.02 2.53 1.04 0.42 0.02 72,867 2,343
Total 21,011 4.02 2.53 1.04 0.42 0.02 84,497 2,717

RESOURCES- CRM

As per Technical Report Update- Crocodile River Mine -1 December  2010
excludes Tailings dam and Merensky 
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Mareesburg Opencast
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Additional Feasibility Mareesburg 

• EIA application to be submitted in April 2021 for haul road

• SRK feasibility study to be completed following EIA and legal 
compliance scan(Estimate - August 2021)

• Allow Eastplats to fully take advantage of local refining capacity 
which will reduce capital needs 
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Conclusion

• Cash - CDN $12 million 

• Revenue producing operations

• PGM expansion during 2021

• Mine Operations forecast in 2-3 year – 23 year 
life
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Questions
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